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Greeter are offering coupons and flyers, welcoming people, helping with carts, 
maintaining the premises clean and organized, and answering to customer 
inquiries.

JANUARY 2009 – JANUARY 2010
LEAD PEOPLE GREETER - ABC CORPORATION

 Conversed with and welcomed guests in a friendly, courteous manner.
 Greeted people to the store as well as wished them a well day.
 Collected carts when running low. Skills Used communication, multitasking.
 Greeted customers as they entered &amp; thanked customers as they exit.
 Greeted the customers with a smile and a happy attitude as they entered and 

exited the store.
 Washed windows, swept and mopping when needed.
 Worked at this job was remaining respectful to others and gaining more 

customer service experience.

2004 – 2009
PEOPLE GREETER - ABC CORPORATION

 Responsible for delivering exceptional Customer service, Greeter Customers 
upon arrival, providing Shoppee with the Vest Shopping experience with speed 
and Accuracy.

 Include but not limited to filling in where helo is needed, Operating a Checkout 
Cash Register, Working at the Customer Service Desk, Help maintain 
Cleanliness and Safety throughout the Warehouse.

 I went from being just a People Greeter to a Courtesy Associate because of my 
performance everyday.

 Was always called upon for help because I alway got the job done in a timely 
matter and with detailed organization and Accuracy.

 Skills Used I used my people skills, Patients, Organization, and Problem solving 
skills to successfully get every job done..

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your 
current role.

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your 
current role.

EDUCATION

Diploma
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SKILLS

Receptionist, Customer Service.
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